
WEBLEC BELLE $2.50 Stats: 17 Starts. 9-4-1
Prizemoney: $52830

Fast Times: SAN 
CRN APK 

Trainer: J Britton (Anakie)  - 
Group Race Honours:
G3 Cranbourne Puppy Classic - Finalist

The Watchdog says: A quality sprinter who has racked up some impressive wins across her short 17 race 
career. She has pretty good box speed but is most commonly found on the back of the leaders through the first turn. 
She s come up with a great draw again this week and has opened as a short favourite. She could unleash through 
the final turn if she s in a forward position down the back straight here.

WEBLEC ROSE $7.00 Stats: 8 Starts. 2-2-0
Prizemoney: $9400

Fast Times: SAN 
Trainer: J Britton (Anakie)  - 
Group Race Honours:
First Group Final

The Watchdog says: She clearly produced the run of her career when blitzing her rivals in her semi-final here 
last week. She put her foot to the floor out of the boxes and managed to put a gap on the red hot Lamia Bale in the 
early stages. Running a first split of 4.93 again may be tough but anything close to that would put her in a prominent 
position. This inexperienced runner could be set to explode here.

OUSAI BALE $26.00 Stats: 17 Starts. 6-2-1
Prizemoney: $18580

Fast Times: SAN 
MEA BAL 

Trainer: A Dailly (Anakie)  - 
Group Race Honours:
First Group Final

The Watchdog says: A sprinter who s had a mixed career to date. She doesn t have slick early speed but she 
got nice clear running behind Lady Ronray in her heat last week. The same luxury may not be afforded to her this 
week as there is more speed across this field, which should see her get back a little further early. The run of her 
career would be needed for her to salute here.

KERRIGAN BALE $5.50 Stats: 30 Starts. 10-5-5
Prizemoney: $47900

Fast Times: SAN 
CRN MEA 

Trainer: A Dailly (Anakie)  - 
Group Race Honours:
First Group Final

The Watchdog says: She had a cracking battle for the majority of the race here last week with Weblec Belle, and 
came out victorious at the finish line. She s an experienced sprinter who does like to race mid to inside in her races. 
She is rarely too far from the early lead. It looks like there will be plenty of pressure on her at boxrise from this 
awkward draw. However, she s a gutsy performer who could figure in the multiples.

FOOTLUCE DIVA $8.50 Stats: 32 Starts. 10-4-5
Prizemoney: $33445

Fast Times: SAN APK 
GAW 

Trainer: J Britton (Anakie)  - 
Group Race Honours:
G3 S.A. Oaks 2nd

The Watchdog says: A moderate beginner who takes some time to muster speed in her races. She did an 
impressive job to hold out her rivals and keep her rails position in her 29.81 heat victory here last week. Getting 
clear running through the first turn this week may be much tougher, there s speedier types all around here. 
Interestingly, she s the only runner to have qualified out of the brilliant Foot Luce litter.
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LADY RONRAY (7) can show lightning early speed in her races and once she has the lead 
she doesn't give it up easily. WEBLEC BELLE (1) must begin a touch better than in her heat if 
she is to take out this event. She'll be tough to hold out.

Suggested Bet: Win 7

LAMIA BALE $5.50 Stats: 34 Starts. 10-8-3
Prizemoney: $85645

Fast Times: SAN 
SAN MEA 

Trainer: S Collins (Lara)  - 
Group Race Honours:
G1 Maturity Finalist, G3 Sir John Dillon Memorial Winner

The Watchdog says: This chaser has had a terrific month of December so far and a Group Two victory would go 
nicely next to her recent Group 3 Sir John Dillon Memorial win. She s been racing with great early speed but also 
stamina to win here twice recently over the 595m. She looked to race mid-track early here last week so this draw 
shouldn t be too much of a concern. She looks set to be right in the finish.

LADY RONRAY $4.60 Stats: 18 Starts. 14-0-3
Prizemoney: $37175

Fast Times: SAN MAT 
BUL 

Trainer: R Steele (Menangle Park)  - 
Group Race Honours:
First Group Final

The Watchdog says: A sprinter whose greatest asset is her sizzling early speed. It s been a fairly rare sight to 
see her headed in the early stages of her 18 race career to date. She should be either on the early speed or able to 
break away from these rivals early here. Not being the strongest sprinter, she may rely on some interference to the 
chasers behind her. If she s out in front clearly, she looks tough to run down.

JAMIELA TWIST $26.00 Stats: 10 Starts. 3-2-2
Prizemoney: $11360

Fast Times: SAN GEL 
BAL 

Trainer: J Galea (Rowsely)  - 
Group Race Honours:
First Group Final

The Watchdog says: An interesting performer who has shown glimpses of brilliance in her short 10 race career. 
She s not blessed with great early speed so she ll need a bit of luck in the early stages to get up behind the leaders 
through the first turn. She looked to rail up keenly from box 6 here last week. Being drawn out wide doesn t look 
ideal, as she may exert a lot of energy to rail up early in this event.

HASHTAG SELFIE $21.00

Stats: 9 Starts. 2-2-3
Prizemoney: $6280

Trainer: R Britton (Lara)

The Watchdog says: Clearly the youngest 
runner if she gains a start here. She s got some 
nice early acceleration. She could make a big 
impact in the early stages if she does line up in this 
race. 

OAKVALE DESTINY $5.50

Stats: 34 Starts. 13-6-7
Prizemoney: $240500

Trainer: J Britton (Anakie)

The Watchdog says: A multiple Group Race 
finalist who took victory in the Group 1 Sapphire 
Crown here back in May. She s a risky beginner 
who has fantastic mid-race speed. She loves to 
attack the finish line.
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